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A FINANCE BILL

TO ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF TWENTY NINE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS ($29,790.50) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES ACCOUNT AND FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINE DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS ($15,209.50) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ACCOUNT TO FUND TECHNOLOGY, SIGNS, AND FURNITURE FOR THE NEW CAREER SERVICES FACILITY

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, CAREER SERVICES ATTENDED THE STUDENT TECHNOLOGY FEE REVIEW COMMITTEE THIS SEMESTER AND PRESENTED A PROPOSAL FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($250,000) NONE OF WHICH THE COMMITTEE COULD FUND, AND;

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, THERE WAS ANOTHER PROPOSAL THAT REQUIRED THE REMAINDER OF THE AVAILABLE FEES TO BE ALLOCATED IN ORDER TO KEEP THE UNIVERSITY ON TRACK, AND;

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, THE NEW CAREER SERVICES FACILITY IS BENEFICIAL FOR ALL STUDENTS ON OUR CAMPUS AND WILL ALLOW MANY MORE STUDENTS THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN NEW SKILLS IN THE JOB APPLICATION PROCESS, AND;

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, STUDENT GOVERNMENT IS AN ORGANIZATION THAT WORKS FOR OUR STUDENTS AND IS ABLE TO HELP THE NEW LSU OLINDE CAREER CENTER BY ALLOCATING THESE FUNDS, AND;

PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, TWENTY NINE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS ($29,790.50) SHALL COME FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES ACCOUNT, AND;

PARAGRAPH 6: WHEREAS, FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINE DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS ($15,209.50) SHALL COME FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ACCOUNT, AND;

PARAGRAPH 7: WHEREAS, THE TOTAL OF FORTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($45,000) SHALL COVER TECHNOLOGY, SIGNS, AND FURNITURE TO BE DETERMINED ON A NEED BASIS FOR CAREER SERVICES.

PARAGRAPH 8: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE STUDENT SENATE TO ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF TWENTY NINE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS ($29,790.50) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES ACCOUNT AND FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINE DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS ($15,209.50) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
ACCOUNT TO FUND TECHNOLOGY, SIGNS, AND FURNITURE FOR THE NEW CAREER SERVICES FACILITY.

**PARAGRAPH 9:** THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A TWO-THIRDS (2/3) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.

**APPROVED:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEREDITH WESTBROOK</th>
<th>R. TAYLOR COX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPEAKER OF THE SENATE</td>
<td>STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DATE:____________________    DATE:____________________